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If S IS a monoid. we denote hy o(S) the Rookan algebra of regular subsets of S. Using 
exchlv\el! Yerode’s characterization theorem of regular subsets of a monoId. we give for two 
mono~ds S and T. a characterization of o(S x TI in terms of a(S) and u(T), as wefl as a 
description of o(Sx,T) where Sx,T ir, a semi-direct product of S and T. Explicitly. C/S x T) is 
Boolean algebra generated by the set (A x B : A E or(S) and B E a(T)}, and v(Sx,T) is 
always a subalgebra of cr(S x T). 
W4t also present some conditions which imply that the algebras a(S x&T) and P(S K T) 
coincide, and constder the problem of regularity preqving homomorphisms from semi-direct 
products. 
1. Introduction 
Kleene [2] and Medvedev [3] give a chxacterization of regular subsets of a free 
monoid generated by a finite set and S;abidussi [6] giving a new proof of this result 
extended it to free monoids generated by an arbitrary set. 
The aim of this paper is to give, using exclusively Nerode’s theorem [4], a 
characterization of regufal subsets of a direct product of two monoids as well as a 
description ~,f regular subsets of a semi-direct product of two monoids and to 
present some consequences of these results. We restrict ourselves to the case of two 
monoids, but it is evident that we can generalize all results to an arbitrary finite 
number of monoids. 
Foilawing [6] we begin by retailing some basic notions and by stating Nerode’s 
theorem, which is essential in what follows. 
Let $ be: a monoid. A &mnitlisticfinite autonraton over S or an S-automaton is 
a trip1 (CT, qo, 6) whew! 
Q is a non-empty finite set, 
distinguished element of Q, 
function from Q x S to Q such that for any X, y E 5; and any q E 0 we 
have: b(q, xy) = W&J, x), ~91 
s of are called the states of q. is the inc’tinl stcate and 6 is called the 
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Given an S-automai.on ~4 = (Q19(), S), a subset U G S is zkzcceptahfe if and 
only if there exists 3 strbset F c Q such that 6 = (X E S : 8(9,), x)E F}: A subset 
U C, S is regular i!’ and only if there exists an S-automaton .9Q such that U is 
&acceptable. We denote by a(S) the set of all regular suhscts of S, CT(S) is a 
Boolean algebra with !;JE a(S) and S E a(S). 
Let us now state Nerode’s theorem which establishes acorrespondence between 
regular subsets of a monoid S and right congruerrces of finite index on S: A given 
subset U 5 S is regular ij and enly if pt., is of finite index, pu being defhxi by xp(, y if 
and only if x \ U = y \ N, where x \ U = (z E S : xz E U}. We denote by ind prj the 
ir;dex CG g,. pLt is a right congruence on S and ptt saturuttzs U, i.e., U is a finite union 
of equivalence classes modulo Prr. Furthermore, prr is the supremum of all right 
congruences on S *bvhich saturates U. 
2. The Bootean algebras a(S+,T) and c(S x 7’) 
In rhis section we show that for a semi-direct product S x,J, cr(S+J’) is 
contained in the Boolean algebra generated by 
{A X B : A E u(S) and B E a(T)). 
On the other hand, art element of this Boolean a1gebi.a is not necessarily a regular 
subset of S x,7’. in the particular case of a direct product S x T, WC do obtain a 
characterization of a(S X T). 
Definition 2.1. Let S and T be monoids ;Ind 4 a monoid homomorphism from 7’ 
to the moncrd End(S) of endomorphisms of S. For I E T we denote the 
endomorphkm 4 (t) by 4,. The semi -direcr product of S and T with rkL2 conncc!ing 
homomorphism 4 is the manoid S x,T with the underlying set S x T and 
multiplication 
6% r,)(s,, a = (Sl&(S2), Clh), 
where sI, ssE S and tl, f>E T. 
We denote by es and er the identity elements of S and T rcspectitely. For 
U c S X, T and s E S we deli ne the subset kl, of T’ by 
u, = (t E 7’ : (s, f) E U). 
We now give three lemmas which lead to the main theorem. since the proilf of 
these lemmas is essentially of the same form, we confine ourselves to proving only 
the third oni:. 
Lemma 2.2. I” I-r in any subset of S X, 7” and s E S, tbr 
ind prr, 6 in4 prr. 
Hence if U is 
Lemma 2.3. 
Hence if W is regular, then the set ( cl9 : s E S) is fink 
Lemma 2.4. For U n scubset of S x, T define un equioalmce R on S by sRs’ if and 
only if W, f= W, . Then for any R -class A, 
ind C)A s ind pr,. 
Hence if U is regular, then every R-class is regular. 
Proof. TO show the desired inequaMy it sufices to construct a map from the 
subset {p,? [(s. el )I : s S) of (S~~‘l’)/p,~ onto S/p,+. The natural map assigning 
ptr [(s. eJ )! w pA [s] is clearly onto, provided it is well-defined. Suppose 
(s, et )ptj (s’, CT.) for s, s’ E S. For an arbitrary a E s \A we have 
tE f..Js, c=a (sa,t)E U 
e (s, ei-)(a, t)E l.J 
G=s ((1, t)E (F, ur)\ LJ = (s’, Qr )\ u 
c=+ t E IL,,, 
so that Untr = U,,,,. But this meirns sa R s’tz and then u E s‘\ A. Therefore .vP.& and 
the proposed map is well-defined. 
Theorem 2.5. lf U is c1 regular srtbset of S X+ T, then tkerc” ]exist a positive integer n, 
a family {A,):-, of non -empty disjoint r4gular subsets of S and a family (S& I of 
distinct regulnr subsets of T. suclr thLat 
Proof. Let R be the equivalence cn S introduced in L emma 2.4, which is by 
Lemma 2.3 of finite index, say n. 
Let A,, . . ., A,, be the equivalence classes of R, which are by Lemma 2.4 regular 
subsets of S, and let B, = U., where x, E A, for i = I, . . ., n. By definition of R, B, is 
independent of the element x, A,, tind by Lemma 2.2 these subsets of T are 
rthermsre, for i s i (: j n we have that A, # a, A, f7 At = B and I?& B,. 
Finaliy , it is evident that 
The reader can observe in examining the details af the proof of Lemmas 2 2,2.3 
arid 2.4, that in rhe preceding theorem, no intrinsic use is made of the twisting 
komomcrpkistn &. 
The decomposition of the regular subset U of SX, T obtained in the preceding 
theorem, as 3 finite union of elements in 
{A x B : A E u(S) and I3 E s(T)}, 
is unique up to a permu:ation such that the campcments in a(S) are distinct and 
iorm a partition of S and the components in o(T) are distinct. 
The converse of Theorem 2.5 is false. Consider the semi-d,irect product Rrx, N, 
where RT is the monoid of real numbers with right trivial multiplication and unit 
element 0, N the additive monoid oi non-negarrve integers, and # : N + End (R’) 
the homomorphism defined by 
&(x) = x/2 for all x E R’. 
A = N is a regular subset of RT (any subset of R . is regular), and B = N is a regular 
subset of N. A straightkrward calculation shows that for any two positive integers 
m C= y1 we have 
G”,O)E (0, m)\(A X B) and (2’“,O)E (0, n)\(A x B), 
ix,, that the right congruence PAxB is not of finite index, so that A X 8 is not a 
regular subset of R“x+ 1’y. 
If we consider the case of a direct product S x 7’, we immediately get the next 
proposition . 
Proposition 2.6, If A and B are regular subsets of S and T respectiutrly, than A x B 
is a regular subset of S x T. Furthermore, 
Observe that the converse of the preceding proposition is false. The Cartesian 
product A x 8 = 8, where A is a non-regular subset of S, is a regular subset af 
.S x T. if we require the regular subset A x B to be non-empty, however, then we 
do have that A is a regular subset of S and B is a regular subset of T. 
LJsing Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.5, we obtain the following charwcteri 
Theorem 2.7. a(S x T) is the Boslel.bt nfgebra gmmted by th 
(A x B : A E u(S) md B E o(T)}. 
Since S is a mon$d, products uf swims of S may be far 
/IA’ is fhe set (aa’ : ca E A and Q’ E A’). We now link the s 
(r(S), ~(7’) and a(S x 7’) under set prsduct, 
Corollary 2.8. c+(.S X 7’) is Q semigroup under sd prodxt if and on/g’ if u(S) ad 
o(T) are svmigroups undrr set prodtlct. 
Pmof. Suppose that Q(S x T) is a semigroup under set product, and let A, A’ E 
o(s). Then AA’X lf’= (A X T)(A’x T) is an element df o(S x T) and we obtain 
thltt AA’ a(S). %I, a(S) and, by a similar argument, (r(T) are semigroups under 
set product. 
ppose that U(S) and n(T) are semigroups under set product. if we 
o(S X T). then by Theorem 2.7, there exist two positive integers 
m and n, two families (A,]? I an& (C, )y- l of regular subsets of S and two families 
VV , z. I and (D,):-, of regular subsets of ‘F such that 
U = fi (A, x H,) and U’= fi (0 x D,). 
We then deduce, by Theorem 2.7 and the hypothesis. that 
is an clement of G(S X T), so that o(S x T) is a semigroup under set product. 
3. The equality o(Sx,T) = o(S x T) 
We have seen that the Boolean algebra o(Sx,T) is always contained in the 
BcwIlean algebra cr(S X T). In this section we answer the natural question: When do 
we have the equality? Also, we give examples of situations where this equality 
holds. 
Theotem 3.1. u(Sx,T) = o(S x T) ifand only if for any regular sullen A ojS, the 
set 
{&‘(A):rE T) 
is ftnite. 
Proof. Supp~w that a(S>c,J)= o(S x T) and let A E o(S). Since 
A x T E I)(S ): T) and tha! in Sx,T we have for any t E ‘4” the relation 
)\(A x T)- 4,‘fAjx ‘F, 
we immediately obtain, as desired, that the set 46, ‘[A] : t E T} is finite. 
Conversely 9 a6su me cr(Sf, the set (#, ‘[A J : t E T) is finite, and 
considering the arhitr elements A E n(S) and B E a(T) let us prwe that 
S, s \A is a regular subset of S, and so 
sESandtEXthesets(s\A:sES}and 
{? \ B : t.!E T) :re finite. But then, since in SX T we have the relation 
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(s,t)\(A x B)= #Cfs\A]xW~ 
it follows that the set (Is, t)\ (A x B) : s E S and o E T} is finite, which completes 
the proof. 
Cordlary 3.2. If C#I and I(r me homomorphisms from T to End(S) with #[T] c 
&(r). and if ar(SxJ)= ct(S X T), theJz G/SO o(S&T)= o(S X T). 
Corollary 3.3. 
cr(S x T) and 
a(S x T’). 
Let us now 
Example 3.4. For any S and T. if t#~ is such that +[ T] is finite, then trivially 
+xJ’) = o(S x T). By way of example, if S is a free monoid (or a free 
commutative monoid) generated by a finite set, T an arbitrary group, and b, an 
arbitrary homomorphism, then a(SxaT) hnd a(S x T) coincide because +[ T] is a 
subgroup of the group of automorphisms of S, and the latter is finite. 
If 0 is a homomorphism from T to End (S) such thd;Lt a(S X, T) = 
if f is a homomorphism from T’ to T, then we have o(Sx,.,T’) = 
give some examples. 
Example 3.5. If S is such that for any non-negative integer n, the set 
R, = {A E a(S):indp, = n) 
is finite, T is arbitrary and 4 is arbitrary, then we also obtain the desired equality. 
The proof is based on the fact that for any A E a(S) and t E T we have 
ind pcb, *I,, 1 s ind PA* 
Finite monoids, divisible groups and the multiplicative unit interval are examples of 
monoids with a finite number of regular subsets. Hence for these monoids R, is 
finite for any no&negative integer TS.. The additive group 2 of integers and the 
additive monoid N of non-negative integers are examples of monoids having an 
infinity of regular subsets but which satisfy nevertheless that R, is finite for any 
non-negative integer n. 
The equality u(Nx*T) = u(N x 1:‘) for any T and any #J can be proved 
differently, using Myhill’s characterization of a regular subset of N as an ultimately 
periodic set and the fact that ail elements of End(N) are of the form h,, where 
n E N and1 h,(l) = n. 
Example 3.6. If S and T are groups, f a homomorphism from “f to S and 16 the 
homomorphism defined by 
for any s C S ai. ;i t 6~ T, then a(S X, *at) and a(S x T) coincide. A direct calculation 
using the fact that P regular subw oQ a group is the union of ri 
subgroup of Finite index gives the equality. 
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4. Regularity preserving homomorphisms 
In this section we give some results about regularity preserving homomorphisms. 
AIL homomorphisms considered have as domain a semi-direct product of monoids. 
Definition 4.1. A homomorphism f : S -+ T is called regularity preserving if and 
only if A E a(S) implies ,f[ A] E a(T). 
Theorem 4.2. Let T’ be a momid for which a!T’) is a semigroup under set product. 
Then a sujkient condition for a rnonoid hmomorphisrn f : S x d, T --, T’ to preserz? 
regularity is that its restrictions to the submnoids S x { er ) and (es } x T also presert; I 
regularity. 
Proof. Let C.J be a regular subset of S X, T. By Theorem 2.5, there exist a positive 
integer rt, a family {A,}:=I of regular subsets of S, and a family (B, ]y_, of regula .- 
subsets of T :xtch that 
and consequently such that 
But then, Theorem 2.7 and the hypothesis immediately give that f[ U] is a regular 
subset of T’, which completes the proof. 
The suficient condition of the preceding theorem is not necessary. Consider the 
direct product M = N X 2 whose Boolean algebra a(M) is a semigroup. The 
identity homomorphism 1 M preserves regularity buf not its restriction to the 
submonoid N X (0). 
Evidentiy, if we require the regular subsets of S x (er) and {es} x T to be regular 
subsets of SX, T, then the sufficient candition of Theorem 4.2 is also necessary. In 
the particular case of a direct product, these conditions mean that the identity 
elements of S and T possess only a finite nutnber of tqecompositions. 
k&Won 4.3. A subset .M of 9(S) is called a Kleene algebra over S if and only if 
A,A’E& ==+ AUA’E.M, 
A,A’E:.M =++ AAX& 
A E vaC A * E M, where ~2 * denotes the submonoid of S generated by A. 
If S is a free monoid, then G(S) is a Kleene algebra. If S is a free commutative 
monoid on more than one generator.. then o(S) is not a Kleene algebra. 
Definrltion 4.4. A monoid S is a K-monoid if a& ~ihly if a(S) is a Kteene algebra 
contairiing all finite subsets of S. 
It is a well known result, fallowing from the Substitution Theorem, thst zany 
homomorphism from a finitely generated free monoid to a K-monoid is regularity 
preserving [S]. Theorem 4.2 permits us to extend this result. 
Corslltary 4.5. Any hornmorphism f : Sx,+,T-+ T’, where S and T we finitely 
gowtared free monoids utld T’ Q K-mottoid, is regukwity preseruing. 
In particular, any homomorphism from a finitely generated free commutative 
monoi,d to a K-monoid is regularity preserving. 
‘EThegprem 4.6. Let S and T be free mansjds genercrted by the finite sets A und B 
respecrively, # a homvmarphism from T to End(S) such that o(S X (er)) G 
~(~x+T),o((e~) x 7’)c o(SXJ), andfinally 1etS’ and 7” be free monoids. ‘Yen Q 
homomorphism f : S X, T + S’ x T’ is regularity presercing if uirod only if 
( 1) f[A x {er)] f7 (S’- (esq} X T’ - {e-t-)) =8, 
(2) f[A x {er}) f’? (S’ - {es,} x {e7.j) = 0 
Or 
f[A X (er}] r) ((esz) X I? - {era)) =f l, 
(3) f[{es} x 431 n (S- (e,} x T’ - (eT}) = Q), 
(4) f[(es} x Bj n (S’- {es,) x (e& == 0 
Of 
f[(es 1 x B] n ((e4 x T’ - I+)) = fl* 
Proof. To prove that these conditions are necessary we suppose the contrary and 
we show there exist s’ E S’ with s’ f es., t’E T’ with t’# er such that ((s’, t’))* is a 
regular subset of S’X T’, which is a contradiction. 
if these conditions are verified, the restrictions of f to the submogroids S X (el-j 
and (es) x T have LIS domain free monoids generated by finite sets and their ii pages 
are in free monoids. But then, since o(S’ x (e& and @({es*} x T’) are included in 
o(S’ x T’) WC obtain that these restrictions are regularity preserving and so by 
Theorem 4.2 that f is also regularity preserving. These conditions are then 
sufficient. 
Corollary 4.7. IMet S und T be free sommututive monoids genewed by sets of tpt and 
n elements reqwctively. A homomorphism f : S -+ T is pmteruing if and 
only if the canonical matrix of order m x n ussociu~ed with f pcwses~ 
non-zero ekment in each row, 
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